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Smart Splice Tube-to-Hose Connector – Fast, Permanent Repair 
 
Atlanta, GA (September 2013) – Avoid the costly, time-consuming replacement of the connections 
between a metal line and A/C Reduced Barrier Hose. The new Smart Splice™ Tube-to-Hose 
Connector from AirSept offers a permanent repair with only five-minute installation and no waiting 
for special-order OE lines. Repairs can be made often without line removal, saving labor time and 
increasing job profitability. 
 
The Smart Splice Tube-to-Hose Connector is based 
on proven, advanced seal and vibration resistant 
technologies that make it superior to traditional compression fittings. 
 
1. A new HNBR Seal Sleeve dramatically expands the metal line sealing surface area. It seals against 
irregular tubing surfaces and prevents leak “travel” that can defeat narrow o-ring seals. 
2. State-of-the-art, self-adjusting Anti-Vibration Tension Ring technology guarantees a tight grip on 
the tubing and ensures long-term durability in high-vibration use. 
3. Precision-designed crimp technology provides a superior hose connection seal. Master Kit includes 
Crimper Tool. 
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Smart Splice Tube-to-Hose Connectors are available in standard metric and SAE sizes for most 
automotive applications. Tube-to-Hose Connector Master Kits include everything needed for 
connecting metal lines to A/C Reduced Barrier Hose. 
 
- Connect metric (8mm to 16mm) metal lines to #6, 8, 10, or 12 hose 
- Kits are also available in SAE Line-to-Hose sizes from 5/16” to ¾” 
- 45° and 90° angled Tube-to-Hose connections are available in metric and SAE kits 
 
With the Smart Splice Tube-to-Hose Connector technicians can repair the damaged section of the 
line, avoid the labor time of complete line R&R, and sell a job that might otherwise be cost-
prohibitive.. 
 
AirSept is a Tier 1 or Tier 2 supplier to 18 OEMs. Visit our website at www.airsept.com or call AirSept at 
1.800.999.1051 or 678.987.0500 for more information. 
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